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Certain 9pestion4 in the Cokbat Otilizatiai of Artillery

in an Offensive Operation of an Army Being Moved,

up from the Depth of Operatiooal Imployment

The continuous improvement and constant strengthening of defense
by par probable enemies, including the passibility of wide-ecale
employment of weapon of mass destruction by defending troops, are
changing conditions in the =duct of an offensive.

The concentration of great masses of troops in limited areas
provides the enemy with favorable conditions for the delivery of
atomic strikes (*Ahem, which could disrupt an offensive operation,
or at least cause greet losses of personnel end equipment. For
this reason, when concentrating • great number of troops in the
sector of a breakthrough, it is essential to create cooditiome
which would prevent the enemy from:delivering atomic strikes against
these troops.

One	 such condition is surprise. But to achieve surprise
under °auditions in which the technical capabilities of intelligence
are so great, is a most difficult setter. The difficulty of achieving
surprise will increase even more as intelligence means improve.

It is possible to achieve Surprise by employing a number of
mesaures ensuring effective counteraction to the enemy's modern means
of intelligence, and also by finding such means of organising an
offensive which would ensure the maxima degree of concealment of
preparations for the operation.

The capacity of troops for rapid maneuver makei it possible to
have them dispersed on a broad front in operational depth, and to
20WO them up to the departure area immediately berme the start of
artillery preparation for an attack and also while it is taking place.

Operations of this sort by the troops create favorable conditions
for achieving surprise, and lessen the probability of the main
grouping being hit by enemy atonic strikes.

At the same time, when the troops of the arm are concentrated
in operatiomal depth, there are considerable differences in the
organisation of an offensive compared with the usual conditions.
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Breakthrough of the enemy's prepared defense unoer Taws',	
conditions may be mrried out by an army of the sehond echelon
(reserve) of the !root or by an army joiningUe complement of the
front from' the Headquarters (stavloi) Reserve. For an army joining
the complement of the front from the Headquarters Deserve, conditions
of preparation for the operation will be more complicated, because
the planning of the operation, the creation of materiel reserves,
the working out of coordinated action with adjacent units (sosed),
aircraft, and units equipped with atomic amennitioo, will have to
be carried out during the move and when the troops of the army are
in concentration areas.

A large role in the timely preparation of an operation is
played by the headquarters of the - froot, which in accordance with
the decision taken has to: organize reconnaissance of the enemy;
give instructions to troops Wending the sector of the impending
breakthrough by the arm on engineer preparation in the departure
area and on the routes of movement of the trews of the army from
concentration areas to the departure area; organize combat against
enemy atomic weapons and missiles; meet and deploy the troops in
the concentration areas.

The decision for an operation may be taken by the commander of
the army either before the troops move up to the concentration areas
or when they are in the concentration areas.

The decision of the ccemander of the army, together with other
questions, should determine: measures for delivering& forestalling
(uprezhdayushchiy) strike in order to disrupt enemy countsalavparations;
the timing for moving artillery up to firing positions; the tasks of
artillery and aircraft in supporting the movement of troop* to the
departure arse; the order and sequence of moiing troops to the
departure axes; disposition of the troops in the departure area, as
well as routes for moving them up.

A breakthrough of the enemy's defense maybe carried out at any
time of the day or night. But the moving up of troops from con-
metration areas will be carried out under nighttime conditions or
conditions of poor visibility, which ensures to the greatest degree
the secrecy of their approach and occupation of the departure area.

Disks of the Axtillerr

The tasks of the artillery, like those of other arms of troops
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engaged in an operation, are determined first of all by the aim,
missions and nature of the operation l as yell as * the capabilities
of the artillery itself. The conditions under which the operation
is prepared, have an important influence on the tasks of the artillery.

It was pointed Out above that the offensive will be preceded
by moving the troops of the army up to the departure area. Cover
for the move of troops up to the departure area is one of the moat 
important tasks of the artillery.

The enemy will endeavor to detect the main grouping of
troops of the army, and carry out counterpreparstions in order to
disrupt the operation. In order to dicey the enemy the possibility
of disrupting an offensive which is being prepared, the artillery
most be reedy, together with aircraft, to deliver a forestallinG
stir**.

In defense, in the View of the proteble enemies
s 
pearly half

the forces and weapons, the main mass of the artilleryr' y and the over-
Whebling majority of weapons of mess destruction are located in the
tactical zone breakthrough of which is one of the complex problems
of a modern offensive operation. litr breaking through a defense of
this kindoartiilery preparation for the attack and support of the 
attack and offensive will be required.

The nature of the operations of troops of the army and the
limited time for preparing the operation will determine the methods
of preparation by the artillery and the degree and order in Which
it is celled upon for carrying out the tasks mentioned. above.

Cover for the movement of troops of the are' to the departure 
area is achieved first of all by striking at the enemy's means of
reconnaissance and attack. Taking into consideration that the
mowing of troops frail concentration areas up to the departure area
will take place, as a rule, at night, the most dangerous swans of
enemy reconnaissance will be radar stations.

In the zone of offensive of a combined-arms amy l there may be
UP to 100 to 150 enemy radar stations of various types and purposes.
The neutralizing of radar stations blinds the enemy, disrupts control
of his aircraft, artillery, especially his antiaircraft artillery,and
sharply reduces the effectiveness of the use of means of atomic
attack, all of which taken together favors the success of the operation
as a whole.
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An analysis of the radar system of an enemolal..§... mAg7 zn
defense shove that up to 70 percent of its radar stations are located
to a depth of up to 50 .ka, that is, within the zone of artillery
fire. This does not mean that the task of neutralizing them should
be borne only by the artillery. It is sufficient to say thet when
the initial data are fully prepered i and depending on the range of
fire, it is necessary to cell wolfram 1 to 3 batteries using
from 200 to 600 rounds, in order to neutralize one radar station.
In order to neutralize all mem radar stations 1n the zoom of
offensive of an army to a depth of 50 kms, a great quantity of
both artillery auseunitice and time will be required. For this
reason this task should be carried out by the combined efforts
of artillery, aircraft, radio-camtemsmasure resources of units
of special designstion (spetsialnoye naznachenlys WiTsIAZIand
diversionary-reconnaissance groups (diversionno-razvedyratelnaya
8r4010-

Eependiug on the particular situation it is imperative to
determine the most important enemy radloteC.hnical objectives and to
neutralize taim as first priority.

During the time of the more of troops of an army to the
departure area the most effective means of reconnaissance of a
saving target ;ill be the field artillery radar stations. The
American Army uses for this purpose AWNFQ-10,-12,-22 radar stations,
capable of detecting moving tanks (motor vehicles) up to a distance
of 18 km. In all, there say be op to 15 to 18 such stations in
the acne of offensive of enemy, situated, as a rule, at a distance
CC 1.5 to 3 kms from the main lime of resistance.

No less important objectives for neutralization will also be
the radar stations which assist the fire of subunits (units) of
atomic artillery, guided micsilesland free rockethand radar stations
lf the centers (posts) for contrullingan&guiding tactical aviation.
Taking into consideration the existing ncesm for reinforcement of an
anew army corps with artillery moans of atomic attack, there may
be top to 20 such stations located at a distance of 8 to 50 kns from
the trait in the offensive zone of an army.

The order of commitment of the artillery, and the timing and
nature of the fire effect for the neutralization of enemy radar
stations, will in each case be determined by the actual situation
which has arisen. it is advisable to carry out the neutralization

-5-
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of enemy radar stations, of units (subunits) of artillery means of
atomic attack as well as of stations for the detection of moving
targets, even before the in grouping of artillery of the army
mowed up to firing positions. This task may be given to the defending
troops.

In order to carry out affective neutralisation of the enemy's
radar system and ensure that the departure area is occupied in
secrecy, a surprise masa strike using all weapons may be considered
before the beginning of the ritA up by troops of the army.

The employment of various mans in order to neutralize and
destroy the enemy's radio-technical system will call for centralized
control of then on the front (army) level; At the same time the
tasks of the various area of troops at be considered according
to their capabilities and tasks in the operation, as males the
order and timdng of carrying them out.

For delivering strikes against cmr troops, abs enewrinur
artillery, aircraft, and pilotless weapons.

Taking into account the new strengths of divisions and existing
reinforcement rates, the inemymay have in the zone of Offensive , of
a combined-arms army 3 to 4 batteries and 3 to 5 battalions of 203.2 mm.
howitzers, 1 battalion of 280 mm guns, 3 to 4 batteries and 1 battalion
of "Honest John" free rockets and 1 or 2 battalions of "Corpora"
guided, missiles. In all this is 66-913 guns ardlannchers. Men OW
takes into account the range of fire of this artillery, it becomes
evident that the enemy is capable of delivering atomic strikes at the
troops of an army when they are still located in the depth of
csaretional deployment. The closer the troops of the army approech
the in line of resistance the WC* enemy cepabilities grow because
the 203.2 mm. howitzers and 280 us guns can be used for delivering
atomic strike.

The sueses artillery MIAS of atomic attack, according to
established opinion are to be hit immedirtely after they are detected.
This principle of

 opinion,
	 atomic weapons *holly answers modern

requirements, but in a nueher of cases its application would be
disadvantageous, because premature detection by the enemy et the
powerful artillery 11014404 of the advancing forced soy jeopardize
the element of surprise,

-6-
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The firing positions of 203.2 mn howitzer, 280 mm gm and
"Baonst John" free rocket subum1ts are located 6 to 8 kna from the

in line of resistance while those of "Corporal" guided missiles
are located at a distance of 30 to ho kna.

In order to destroy a single enemy atomic piece at a range of
14 km,. when all initial data have been fully prepared, 3600 1221ms.
shells would have to be expended. An artillery brigeda (54-122 mm.
guns) is capable or firing this number of shells in 25 minutes. In
order to destroy two or three batteries armed with such weapon,
the whole army artillery group would have to be utilised for a
prolonged period of tine.

It can be seen from this example that artillery using
conventional charges ia capable of destroying only on insignificant
number of the enemy's artillery means of atomic attack. For this
reason, the task of destroying and neutralizing means of atomic
attack should be carried out by artillery and aircraft using both
conventional and atonic warheads.	 planning, it is essential to
make provision for allotting atomic means for these tasks.

The destruction of enemysmens of atomic attack must be
carried out bearing in mind the nature of troop operations during
the period of preparation for the operation and the capabilities of
the artillery. In order not to,allov the enemy to deliver atomic
strikes, it is essential in each particular case to determine which
of these means are most dengerous, and during which period, and on
this basis to strike at thin in first priority.

!Or instance, before the main farces leave concentration areas
for the departure area it may be necessary to strike at the enemy's
guided missiles and !rift rockets, atomic ammunition stores and their
assembly bases.

Conduct of counterprerrations by the enemy is possible when the
msin grouping of troops of the army is located in concentration areas,
in the departure area, and also when troops of the first echelon of
the army are moving up to the departure area. Crgsnizing the
disruption of the enemy's nounterpreparaticos is one of the most
important measures to be taken in preparing an offensive operation.

The enemy being equipped with modern means of combat, is in a
position to carry out coaahlWapomvaratione throughout the depth of
the operational structure of the advancing troops with large scale

-7-
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use of atomic and chemical weapons and also radioactive substances.
The availability of missile and rocket artillery mikes it possible
to carry out counterpreparations against the troops of an army when
they are located in concentration areas. During the period when the
troops are located in concentration areas the disruption of
possible enemy counterpreparations must be organized by the head-
quarters of the front, bringing in the artillery of the defending
troops and the artillery of the army that has been mowed up to
firing positions.

The disruption of enemy coimterpreparations is achieved by
delivering. messed forestalling strike by artillery and aircraft
against the. firing positions of the artillery means of atomic attack.,
the field artillery, command posts, and communications centers, and
also by repulsing raids by his aircraft.

In order to disrupt the enemy's counterpreparations, it is
essential to bring in reinforcement,rtillery and army artillery, as
well as artillery of the divisions of the first echelon of the ism.
In some cases the need my arise to bring in artillery, tanks and
assault guns of the divisions of the second echelon of the army.

The major part of the artillery of the army should be in
readiness to fire even before the troop begin to move up to the
departure area.

Artillery "reparation for attack is carried out with the aim 
of effectively neutralizing the enemr's defenses. Conditions under
which an operation is prepared and carried out inevitably have a
bearing on methods of planning and conducting the fire of the
artillery. With the increase in speed and ceiling of fighter and
bomber aircraft, their capabilities. for neutralizing enemy objectives
in the field of combat are decreasing. The tasks of neutralizing the
enemy in the first zone and in the tactical and operational depth
of his defense fall more and more on the artillery.

The duration of artillery preparation for attack is determined
first of all by the quantity of atomic aamunition and the way in
which it is used, the nature of the organization of the enemy's
defenses, and the quantity of artillery earmarked for neutralizing
the enemy in the tactical depth of defense. At the sane time, the
detersdmation of duration of artillery preparation will also be
influenced by the order and timing of mowing up troops from the
departure area to the line of attack.

-8-
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If for instance, dzuin artillery preparazzon for the attack,
the artillery is given the task of covering the move of troops from
departure arses 25 to 30 ham sway trow the eafter's melz lime of
resistance, then the artilleri ;separation would require about 30 to
ko minutes.

In ardor that the troops may most fully exploit the results of
etc strikes, the artillery preparation for an attack should be
short and powerful.

During the course of artillery preparation for an attack, 
enemy defenses should be neutralized by a series of powerful strikes
(fire concentratigns-ognevoy nslet).

The number of fire concentrations is detereined by the fir*
capabilities of the artillery and the number of objectives (targets)
to be neutralized by conventional asimmition. The duration of each
fire concentration is in turn dependent on the quantity of Ammunition
required for the neutralization of the objective (target) and the
quantity of artillery 'splayed for the neutralization.

The sequence of neutralization of enemy objectives is in each
case determined by the particular situation. Par instance

s 
if it is

essential to safeguard from enemy artillery fire the moremisnt of the
troops out of departure areas and to create favorable conditions
for combat operations of aircraft, then, at the beginning of the
artMery preparation for the attack, it would be advisable to
neutralize artillery batteries (including antiaircraft), smin
observation poets, radar stations, and the enemy's artillery means of
atomic attack that have not previously been -neutralized.

Therefore, the coupoeitioa and duration of artillery ;separation
for an attack will in each case be determined by the particular
conditions of the situation, taking into account all relevant factors
(condition of the enemy

va	
defenses the number and time of delivery of

atomic strikes, ailability of
 defenses,

	 in the army, nature of
tea operations, terrain, weather, time of day, etc).

The first and subsequent enemy defense zones will be broken
through at high speed, which will limit the enemy's capability to
deliver atomic strikes and use his reserves. Attacking troupe,
exploiting the breaches in the enemy defenses created, by our atomic
strikes, and the intervals between strung points and open flanks, will

-9-
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16.1endeavor to penetrate his position as deeply as possinae. Ina it.m. a
movement of battalions and regiments will often be irregu3Ar on the
whole front of ar advancing division.

Taking into account the nature of the operations of the attacking
troops, it must be considered that the  in method of artillery 
support for an attack and offensive in the depth of anew defenses 
will be a concentrated and messed arti	 fire	 need and un-
p cried. A successive concentration •, ire a	 =age
may be employed in articular directions, for instance when breaking
through a fortified area.

The planning of artillery support for an attack 'mat be adapted
to the operations of each divirion therefore the lain element of
planning should be the divisivoi artillery staff.

The requirement of an army for artillery during the period of
artillery ;reparation for attack is determined by the nature of
enemy defames waiting tasks at the troops of the army, as wallas
by the tasks being ouriedout in the gone of offensive of tilers:,
by atomic weapons and aircraft, and in each individual case the
requirement will differ.

Without going into the question of ccaputing the required density
of artillery, as this has been cowered in detail in Artillery Information
Collections Nos. 42 and hk, we shall assume thatl taking into consideration
the tasks being carried out by atomic weepods and aircraft, it will
be necessary to create a density of artillery of 60 to 70 guns to 1
los of the breakthrough sector. In order to create such& density in
a breakthrough sector of 24 kms 8 it is necessary to have 1440 to
1680 guns. Taking into account the artillery of the troops defending
the tone of the forthcoming breakthrough by the army, up to 1200 to
1400 guns will be required during the period of the artillery
preparation for the attack.

The above computation shows that in or to carry out the
team of artillery preparation for an attack, the artillery of the
defending troops in the first operstionsIechelon of the front in
the breakthrough sector of the army is by cosmos sufficient, and
that it is essential to call on the artillery of the arpy.

When breaking through prepared enemy defenses, the operational
structure of an army will, as a rule, consist of two echelons. When
an army has 5 motorized-rifle and 2 tank divisions, of Which 3 motorised-
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rifle divisions and 1 tank division attack in the first echelon,
and the remaining divisions in the second echelon, 786 guns, mortars,
and rocket launchers can be used for artillery preparation for the
attack. The balance may be made up by calling on reinforcement
artillery.

Artillery Reconnaissance 

The organization and conduct of artillery reconnaissance under
the conditions under review will have marked features of their own.
Those features are defined by the nature at the preparation for the
operation and of the operations of troops, by the artillery's tasks
and also by the structure of the eneny's combat fornetion in defense.

First of all the role of the artillery headquarters of the
tract increases, as it has to providk the artillery staffs of the
army with available reconnaissance data on the enemy and terrain
which has been received from the defending troops, from fire-adjusting/
reconnaissance (korrektirovochno-rarredyvatelnyy) aircraft, air
reconnaissance and from other sources, as wellas with information
on the availability of an artillery survey it (artilleriyskaya
opornaya set) in areas of impending artillery deployment.

Thervery limited time for ;reparation of the operation cells
for sexism use of available reconnaissance subunits (units)of
the artillery of the army for carrying cut reconnaissance ce the
enemy and amplification of reconnaissance data received from the
artillery headquarters of the front. At the same time, for
reasons of concealing ;reparations for the operation, the use of
artillery reconnaissance subunits of the army's artillery as well
as at fire-adjusting/reconnaissance aircraft should be restricted
to the mintmum required for detecting an enemy grouping.

As distinct from the conditions When an army prepares an
offensive while in direct contact with the enemy, artillery
reconnaissance subunits (units) of the army which are oared up for
reconnaissance before the artillery occupies firing positions, will
have to operate on unfamiliar terrain and at a considerable distance
from the artillery staffs. This may make the collection and processing
of reconnaissance data and the transmission of it to the artillery
staffs more difficult. In order to expedite receipt of reconnaissance
data, simplify the work of analysis, processing, and transmission of
it to the artillery staffs, it is advisable to organize a collection
point in the artillery of the army, which would include officers of
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the operations and intelligence sections of the artillery staff of
the army. Reconnaissance data, as it comes in and is studied at the
collection pant, is sent on to the artillery staff of the armies
well as the artillery staffs of the divisions and staffs of army
artillery groups. In the ease when operations groups move up from
artillery headquarters to the departure area, there is no need to
create a collection point. The collection and processing of
reconnaissance data in that case are carried out by officers of the
Operations groups.

When carrying out artillery reconnaissance, its main efforts,
during preparations for the operation, should be directed at detecting
the main objectives (targets) in the enemy positions. Tbe principal
ones are, first of all,the location and -grouping of the enemy's
artillery and mortars, especially of atomic artillery, guided missiles,
and free rockets.

Possession by the enemy of radar and television equipment of
various designations allows him to determine with sufficient certainty
the concentration of our troops in depth and to determine the beginning
of their 'Me focward.ani of their occupation of the departure area,
not only by day, but also by night. Yor this reason, artillery
reconnaissance munt discover the enemy's ground radar system in time
and provide the artillery with the necessary data for ,its neutralization
(destruction).

One of the tasks of no moll importance in artillery reconnaissance
is the detection of enemy reserves and the possible nature of their
nperations, and also company defense areas and other objectives, with
the aim of ensuring their certain neutralization by atomic weapons,
artillery fire, and strikes by aircraft.,

The accomplishaint by artillwyremonnaissance of these tasks
is carried out in close cooperation with aerial reconnaissance,
reconnsissance of other arms of troops and special troops, as yell
as with subunits operating in the enemy's rear area.

The organization and planning of artillery reconnaissance by the
army artillery staff takes into consideration the tasks being carried
out by the artillery reconnaissance means of the defending troops,
as planned by the artillery headquarters of the front. In the break-
through sector of the army, there may be up to one to one and a half
motorized rifle divisions loaning defenses. The means of artillery
reconnaissance of motorized-rifle divisions are not sufficient to

-12-
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ensure reconnaissance in the whole breakthrough sector or tht army
to the depth of the army operation, because their capabilities are
limited to a depth of 9 to 10 kno.

In order to ensure reconnaissance of the enemy in the whole
sector of breakthrough of the army, the commander of artillery mist
organize reconnaissance immediately upon receiving instructions of
the commander of the army for the preparation for a breakthrough,
by moving to the breakthrough sector an army reconnaissance artillery
regiment ani separate reconnaissance artillery battalions of the army
artillery division, and artillery of the Reserve of the Supreme High
Command wiLich has been attached to the army.

It is advisable to move up as second priority the reconnaissance
subunits of the artillery of divisions of the first echelon of the
army, taking into account the readiness of these subunits to carry
out reconnaissance before the artillery groupe occupy firing positines.

Before the main bulk of the artillery is mewed up to firing
positions, econnaissance must be carried out, centralized according
to the plan of the army artillery staff.

When organizing reconnaissance during the period of preparation
for an offensive, special attention must be paid to the use of
camouflage measures to ensure concealment of the work of a"....1 means
and. especially of grand artillery radar stations.

This can be achieved ton

- locating radar stations in positions previously occupied by
the stations of the defending troops (main and alternate);

- mairtaining the previously established rcetIne of work of
radar stetiods, including the work of"statioos of the same type on
one lettered number of magnetron (na °dram liternam ncuere magnetrons);

- carrying out covert tuning of the high-frequency part of the
stations, maintaining the time schedule of work (order of work of
stations in the course of 24 hours); the work at radars froanewly
constmact,ed positions at be drastically restricted.;

- organizing coordinated operations in the work of sound-ranging
subunits and artillery surveillance radar (ARSON) stations; the
work of ARBON stations should start, in the main, after receiving
the target designation (appromimate areas of target locations) from
soun .ranging subunits, for which purpose reliable communicatioos
should be established between sound-ranging subunits and ARSON
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stations;
- the widespread use of roving. (kochurahchiy) radar stations

in order to disorientate the enemy's radio reconnaissance. Their
positione should, as a rule, be chosen in places away from artillery
firing positions and other important otjectives in the disposition
of our troops;

- selecting several alternate positions for artillery tracking
ruder (BRAE) and ARM* stations; both the main and alternste
positions of radar stations should be carefully camouflaged,
especially from enemy air observation.

?Cr carrying out reconnaissance at night, besides radar means,
it is necessary to use reconnaissance artillery station MAS-1
(Razvedyvatelnaya Artilleriyskaya Stantsiya), stermumpic range-
finders DJ-O.9 and reconnaissance theodolites RT-2.

Positions of RAS-1 stations suet ensure a direct view of
the reconnaissance area. Depending on conditions of the terrain
and, the nature of engineer preparation of the

stay
	 positions, uring the

day EAS-1 stations may either stadismaLU Id sled camoullaged at
the primary positions, or be moved back to waiting position 1.5
to 2 kma away.

The work of search radars should be restricted during
preparation for an offensive because they are easily detected by
*DeRY radio-technic:sampans. It is advisable to bring in the
search radars of the RAS-1 stations during this period after
receiving target designations from SUR station working in the
given direction. Uninterrupted reconnaissance of the enemy is
achieved by means of the observation device (nablyudetelsyy pribor)
of the RAS-1 station working by natural night lighting, as ranee by
reconnoissance theodolitee ET-2 and stereoscopic rangefinders DS1-0.9,
which ensure getting a fix of sources of infrared rays.

Reconnaissance of enemy radar stations is carried out by radar
reconnaissance batteries *quipped with radio direction-finding
stations (radiogelengstornaya stanteiya-RPE).

In order to ensure the mmcbmnipcssible distance of detection,
positions of PPS stations are selected on dominating heights, on •
roofs of WilAings, etc, near the in line of resistance of friendly
troops.
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Data on enemy radars received from BPS stations are checked with
those of SPETsIAZ units operating in this direction.

Tcw carrying out adrial recomaissance for the army, fire -adjusting/
reconnaissance aircraft may be attached.

The planning of aerial reconnaissance is carried out by the army
artillery staff, based od available resources, their capabilities
(photo equipment, coehat fatigue of crews, type of aerial photographic
film), frequency of sorties ofthe aicreft (helicopters) of the
defending troops, as yell as on:tbeLtiaks being carried out in the
army zone by fire-adjusting/recOnMiiiatnee aircraft according to the
plan of the artillery headquartere'od'Ahe front.

When allocating fire.adjustindreconmaiseance aircraft, it is
essential to make provisions to allot part of the sorties flown
(mdmoleto-vylet) to commanding officers of army artillery groups and
comeenders of artillery of the divisions for artillery fire adjustment.

When currying out aerial reconnaissance primary attention should
be paid to the detection of the enemy's artillery amens of atomic
attack and objectives for delivering atomic strikes. in every case,
before delivering atomic strikes, a lest-minute reconnaissance
(daresvedka) (by Observation and photography) of the Objectives
selected for striking should be carriedeut.

Artillery Survey 

The basis of artillery survey (tppograficheakaya podgotowka
artillerii) is the geodetic survey grid (opormaya geodezicheskaye set)
which is made by subunits of the topographic services of the front,
with a density of one point in It to 10 km2.

But, in a number of cases, a geodetic survey grid of the required
density may not to available for the sector of the army breakthrough,
and then its creation (compressing) should be carried out by the
army with the participation of the topographical resources of the
front.

Let us examine the procedure for an artillery survey by an army
under the most difficult conditions, when a geodetic survey grid of
the required density has not been zeds by the mdlitarpitopographic#service.
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Let us assume that the army artillery has at its disposal four
topographic batteries and in addition a topographic section (topootdeleniye)
of the military-topographic service of the front is operating in the •
army's zone of offensive.

In the course or one working day, these resources are capable
of developing a survey grid with the fixing (zakrepleniye) of 440
to 50 points. The topographic subunits of the army will require up
to two or three days to develop a geodetic survey grid with a mean
density of one point per 7 km2 (taking into account the time spent	 '-
on reconnoitering, reconnaissance of points, organization and planning
of work).

When carrying out geveral words missine subunits of the eilitary-
topograpbic service together with topographic subunits of thermy,
an artillery survey grid with a density of one point per 2 km2̀ in
the breakthrough sector can be craii‘ed in two days.

As far as artillery survey for atomic artillery is concerned,
it combo lielted to the making of a geodetic survey grid. This
will shorten the time for developing the artillery survey grid and
will ensure a more precise tying in (privyazke) of these types of
artillery.

In a number of cases an army topographic group may be formed
for carrying out the yolk of making an artillery survey grid, ebich
will facilitate the organization and work of making a survey grid,
formulation of diagrams and catalogues of coordinates for the survey
grid, and will also simplify the process of passing on these documents
to the artillery staffs.

On the basis of these calculations, topographic subunits of the
army artillery together with subunits of the topographic service,
can make an artillery survey grid in four to five days.

Up to 24 hours will be required for topographical tying in of
artillery firing positions and Observation posts an a completely
topographical basis.

Therefore about five to seven days in all will be required
for the artill;ry survey for an army on a coepletely topographical
basis.

Artillery survey for atcadc and heavy rocket artillery units
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and subunits is carried out by their am organic topographic platoons
from points of the geodetic survey grid, with a subsequent verification
of it by the togographic batteries of the army reconnaissance artillery
regiment.

Making use of topographic batteries for checking the marking
out (proveshkranlye) of the principal directions and the topographical
tying in of artillery firing positions and observation poets, can
only be done after they have carried Out the basic work of creating
and developing the artillery survey grid, of tying in observation
poets, and posts and positions of reconnaissance subunits.

Photogranmetric and Meteorological 
Support for the Artillery

Simultaneously with the assigning of tasks, the artillery head-
quarters of the front provides the artillery staff of the army with
all available data on the enemy and terrain, includingthe previously
prepared survey photographic documents (izaexitalgrifotodokument).
But a situation my arise when the artillmIrbsedquartas of the front
is not in a poeition to supply the army artillery completely with
survey photographic documents. In that case the army artillery staff
organizes their preparation with its own resources. With this aim
•aa viemismall-soale nhotographing of the enemy's defenses say be
carried out by aircraft of the air army of the fire-directing/
reconnaissance aircraft attached to the army.

The army artillery staff, when preparing the operation, mnst
organize repeated aerial photography of the enemy's tactical some
of defense and of its immediate operational depth in the zone of
the army offensive, using fire-adjusting/reconnaissance aircraft
for this.

The photogrammetric battery of the army reionnaissance artillery
regiment is celled upon to carry out photogrammetric work. If the
work is efficiently and properly organized, the battery is capable
of providing the army artillery with the necessary reconnaissance
and survey photographic documents within the time limit set for
preparation of the operation.

In order to maintain secrecy in preparation for an operation,
the meteorological support for the army artillery should be carried
out by the meteorological service of the defending troops, which are
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in direct contact with the enemy. The meteorological battery of
the arny reconnaissance artillery regiment should not start working
before the artillery preparation for the attack begins.

When the artillery meteorological station of the defending
troops nearest to the breakthrough sector of the army is situated
at a distance greater than the radius of validity of the meteorological
reports, the meteorological support of the army artillery is carried
out by the resources of the meteorological battery of the army
reconnaissance artillery regiment.

Grouping of Artillery and the Procedure for 
Moving It up to riring Position 

As distinct from conditions when an army prepares an offensive
operation from a position of direct contact with the enemy, a
grouping of artillery under the conditions being examined Rey be
created when the troops are located in concentration areas. The
creation of a grouping of artillery in advance makes it possible to
organise thoroughly coordinated operations of artillery with infantry
and tanks, while still in concentration areas, and to move the
artillery up to firing positions in accordance with the operational
structure of the troops of the army.

In order to create a grouping, besides organic and reinforcement
artillery, the reinforcement artillery of defending large units may
be brought in, when they are transferred to army subordination. It
is advisable to incorporate the reinforcement artillery of the
defending large units into regimental and divisional artillery groups
of first echelon division of the army to the extent that they
occupy firing positions.

Moving vp of artillery to firing positions must to carried out
according to a single plan, carefully worked out by artillery staff
of the army. Occupation of firing positions by the artillery in
advance, without suitable camouflage measures, my lead to heavy
146SOS and the discovery by the enemy of the concept of the operation.

This plan should define the timing and order of occupation of
firing positions and the routes of movement both for the artillery
of Unarm, and for the artillery of the divisions; the time limits
for engineer preparation for artillery's combat formation; commandent's
(knmendantekly) service; camouflage measures, etc. When determining
the sequence of moving up artillery, it is essential to consider the



TAIOCA or 011CDnature of the operation of the army s troops, the
artillery Group and of the antitank reserve.

Concealment of the pumwaretions for an operation is to a certain
extent determined by the period spent by the troops in the departure
area. A lengthy stay by the troops in the departure arse facilitates
enemy reconnaissance and increases their vulnerability to atomic
strikes. For this resew, the divisions earworked for operations
ip the first operatiooal echelon of the army should not occupy
the departure area earlier than 01. hours before the beginniog of

' the offensive or during the night immediately preceding the attack.
The moving up of artillery to firing positions under these conditions,
will take place so that it is reedy to open fire not later than one
to two days (sutki) before the start of the offensive.

The following will be the manteata of the artillery before
the start of the offensive: neutralitatioo of the enemy radar
system and artillery mane of atomic attack, and also the disruption
of his possible counterpreparation. In order to carry out these
tasks, it will be necessary' to move up to firing positions the army
artillery group and the divisionel artillery groups of the first
echelon divisions of the army.

In order to disrupt enemy counterprepareticet, depending an the
allocated await of atomic ammunition, artillery subunits of the
army special artillery group will also be moved up to firing position.

In order to cover the move of troops of the first echelon to
departure areas, it will be necessary also to move op the antitank
reserve of the army, and, if necessary, the antitank reserves of
first echelon divisions as well.

It is ' advisable to locate the antitank reserve of the army
10-15 kam,from the enemy's mein line of resistance, with preparations
being mad* tor maneuver in the directions of possible enemy operatioos.

It is advisable to move up the heavy rocket artillery and units
(subunits) of the atomic artillery to waiting areas located in the
vicinity of their firing positioos, with the aim of having them
ready on time for carrying out the tasks of disrupting snow counter-
preparations.

Army antiaircraft artillery groups are moved up to siting areas
direct ft concentration areas.

••■
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The order and timing of moving artillery up from concentration
areas to firing poeitions at night, depend on the qumntity and caliber
of the artillery in the groups, the number of routes, conditions of
roads, time of the year, and meteorological conditions.

It is advisable to move the army artillery group, the army
antitank reserve and the divisional artillery groups of the first
echelon divisions to the departure area beforehand,before the troops
begin to move up.

Regimental artillery groups of the first echelon divisions
may be moved up to firing positions during the course of the same
night as the troops "Awe up to the departure area. It is advisable,
when Moving up this artillery along routes intended for other arms
of troops, to have it mowing at the head of columns of its regiments.
Regimental and battalion artillery should, as a rule, mai* up together
with its units (subunits).

.The firing positions of artUlary °smarted for reinforcement
battalions should be selected bearing in mind the direction of the
battalione operations, while Observation posts shoulirbelocated
in the vicinity of the observation posts of the commanding officers
of the appropriate battalions.

The moving up of artillery to, and its deployment in, firing
positions, should be carried out with the Observance ofall camouflage
measures.

assuring concealment, together with the careful planning of
the moving of artillery up to firing positions climbs obtained
by a number of active and passive measures. Among these are the
following: neutralization of enemy reconnaissance by neutralizing
radars and night vision equipment and impeding the operations of
enemy reconnaissance aircraft; engineer preparation arid oentuflege
of combat formations of the artillery carried out in advance;
reconnoitering and preparation of routes; radar camouflage of shifts
of artillery; *quipping artillery with night driving devices;
orgsnisingthe commandantbservice, etc.

The most labor-consuming and at the same time important
measure is the engineer preparation of artillery firing positions
and observation posts. The experience gained, fros a author or
exercises shows that the requirements for,engineer preparation of
artillery combat formations, in at eintistomic respects are 2 to 2.5



tines greater in forces and means, compared with roamer conditions.
An artillery battalion, with 100 to 150 men allocated for carrying
out engineer work, is capable of preparing its combat formation in
not less than 4-5 days (autki). Maus, the engineer preparation of
firing positions at be carried out beforehand.

It follow' from the above that it is essential to give to the
artillery of the defending troops the teak of preparing a portion of
the firing positions end observation poets for the artillery arriving
at the breakthrough sector. Depending on the time allocated for the
preparation of the	 he artillery headquarters of the
front must plan the number, Cirder,and time limits for preparing
alternate firing positions with the forces and means of the
defending troops.

When the army artillery is located 50 to 60 km from the firing
position areas, serious difficulties are encountered in providing
forces and means far carrying out engineer work. One should also
beer in mind that the artillery of the army will have a limited time
for carrying out engineer work, because it can only be started after
receiving the mission.

Forces and means of the artillery of the army are used for
engineer work according to the plan of the army headquarters. When
compiling the plan all measures being carried out for the artillery
• at be taken into consideration.

As a rule, routes of the divisions prepared by the army are
used for moving up the artillery. The order of their UAC by artillery
is laid down by army headivaulars while their qlocation between
divisional and army artillery is laid down by the army artillery
staff. At the same time, in order to facilitate the organization
of traffic control, it is advisable for oath artillery group to be
given an independent route.

The reconnoitering of routes is carried out by commanding
officers of artillery groups, units, and subunits, during the course
of which particular attention is paid to the study of sectors that
are difficult to negotiate, turns and downgrades, as well as the
approach raids to the firing positions.

For traffic control, the army artillery staff in agreement
with army headquarters, organizes a coneandant's service
(komendantskays slnzhba)briDging in staff officers and officers of
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artillery large units and units.

One of the important measures ensuring concealed occupation
of firing positions by the artillery is radar camouflage which is
care.ed out by special radiotechnical and engineer resources.

The plan of the army headquarters ior radio countermeasures,
in accordance with the time limits and set order of moving up
artillery to firing positions, should provide for the neutralization
of the enemy's radar system by artillery of the defending troops,
aircraft and the moans of MrsAZ units, as well as the placing
of antirsdar camouflage on the sectors of the routes covered by
enemy radars.

Orgenization and Plannin4 of Combat Operations of the 
Artillery

A special feature of the organization and planning of combat
operations of the artillery is the fact that they are carried out,
as • rule, while the troops of the army are still in concentration
areas and the reinforcement artillery has not yet arrived. This
greatly influences the volume and methods of work of the commander
of artillery of the army and his staff.

When planning combat operations of the artillery, special
attention should be paid to such questions as:

- measures for disrupting tirJ enemy's oounterpreparations 
which should swim.: which artillery of the arm, is used to carry
out this task and during what period; when and how this artillery
will be moved up to firing positions;

▪ orgenisation of artillery reconnaissance with a determination
of the subunits (units) of artillery reconnaissance for carrying at
reconnaissance of the enemy and the timing of their deployment, as
well as the tasks which have to be carried out for the artillery
by combined-erme reconnaissance,with the object of detecting targets
for destruction by atomic weapons and artillery fire;

- order of moving up artillery to firing positions, with a
determination of timing and sequence of moving up the army special
artillery group, army artillery group, antitank reserves of the army,
divisiomal and regimental artillery groups; time limits for carrying
out engineer preparation of firing positions and Observation points,
posts and positions for artillery reconnaissance subunits; the required
number of routes, their preparation and allocation; measures for .



artil_cry to mcmc by flight, commandantSservice, and traffic
contrcl;

- ensuring the move of artillery to firing positions and of the 
troops to the departure area, bearing in mind the fire means and
objectives of the enemy which are cost dangerous during that period;
timing and order of delivering, strike at these objectives by
artillery and atomic weapons, depending on the atomic resources of
the army and the capabilities of aircraft; the timing of the move
of the artillery and the main grouping of troops of the army to
the departure area;

- antiaircraft artillery cover, defining the main objectives of
the cover for troops of the army located in concentration areas,
Merat4 and period of their comer; distribution and grouping Of
antiaircraft artillery; order of cover for artillery, especially
atomic and heavy rocket artillery, during the move forward and at
firing positions, as well aa fcm the troops of the rain grouping
of the army during the move forward to the departure area and in
the departure area.

The time taken and the level of completeness in planning the
combat operations of the artillery of the army will be determined
by the availability of reconnaissance data on the enemy and the
nature of deployment of the artillery into combat formation.

In preparing an operation when the troops are not in direct
contact with the enemy, study of the terrain and of the enemy
acquires particular importance. In this connection it is most
important for commanders of artillery and commanding officers of all
elements to carry out independent reconnoitering (rekognostairovka)
besides the reconnoitering done jointly with combined-arms commanders,
with the object of on-the-spot clarification of the artillery's
tasks, areas for firing positions and observation posts, routes of
movement, reconnaissance measures, artillery survey, and engineer
preparation.

When time is limited, and also in order to satisfy the
requirements of secrecy in preparing for the operation, it is
advisable to carry out the reconnoitering simultaneously with
several reconnoitering groups, which miry be headed by the commander
of artillery of the army, the deputy commander of artillery, the
chief of the operations section, or the chief of the artillery
staff of the army.
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All the mein questions relating to the combat utilization of
artillery in a forthccaing operation should, in principle, be resolved
during the course of the reconnoitering by the commander of the army.
With this aim, the plan for reconnoitering should be worked out by
the headquarters of the army with the participation of the artillery
staff of the army. The plan should deal with the main questions
subject to clarification on t‘he spot, namely measures for disrupting
enemy ccuntempreparations, tasks of the artillery during the period
of artillery preparation for the attackl and artillery support for
the attack and offensive in the depth of the enemy defense; the
clarification of artillery firing position areas and observation
posts; clarification of the timing and order of moving artillery up
to firing positions (which routes are seleCted for artillery and for
what period, order of engineer preparation of routes for the artillery,
.organizetion of comaandantSservice),etc.

Tasks of the artillery should be assigned in advance to ensure
that the artillery is ready to conduct fire on time.

This may be achieved by giving subordinates a number of tasks
even before the decision of the cc:kneader of the army. The following
are examples of such tasks: data on the enemy, quantity of artillery
being allotted for reinforcement of the divisions; areas selected
for firing positions and observation poets; the planned order of
moving artillery 1-7 to firing positions; allocation of routes of
movement and the method of organizing the comendanth service;
time limits for engineer preparation of combat formations and
artillery survey; tasks of the artillery during the period of prepa-
ration for the operation and the limit of ammunitioo to be issued.

After receiving these data, commanders of artillery of the
divisions and commending officers of artillery groups are in a position
to plan and organize reconnaissance, artillery survey, and engineer
work for the 'combat formations of the artillery.

After the decision of the comander of the army, 'the artillery
staff of the army should clarify the tasks previously assigned and
assign tasks on other problems to the artillery staffs of the
divisions, as they are worked out, which will permit them to plan
the combat operations and fire of the artillery parallel with the
work being done by the artillery staff of the army.

Speedy and. correct communication of tasks and rendering of
assistance to subordinates in the organization of combat operations
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of tae artillery may best be achieved by visits to the troops by
officers from the artillery staff of the army, whose mission must be
assigned personally either by the commander of artillery of the army
or the chief of staff.

The Combat Utilization of Antiaircraft
Artillery 

The task of the organic antiaircraft defense is to combat enemy
aircraft and pilotless weapons, including missiles. The success of
an offensive operation as a whole depends largely on the successful
performance of this task.

CoMbst against an air enemy is now carried out by antiaircraft
artillery t.ube and missile), fighter aircraft, and radio countermeasures.
With the introduction, into the organic antiaircraft defense, of missiles,
it is anticipated that the main means of antiaircraft defense of troops
will be antiaircraft guided missiles, and they will also be the
means of antimissile defense.

Without touching on the whole complex of measures connected with
arsenic antiaircraft defense, let us examine some of the questions
of the combat utilization of antiaircraft artillery, as now orgenized,
during the preparation for an offensive operation of an army which
is being moved up from the depth of operational deployment, bearing
in mind that the combat utilization of antiaircraft artillery during
the course of an operation has been examined in previous issues of
the Artillery Information Collection.

Wring the course of preparation for an operation, antiaircraft
artillery will have to carry out the antiaircraft defense of the
unloading and concentration of the troops of the army, their movement
to the departure area and in the departure area.

Large units and units of the army may come into the area of
the front either by their own means or by rail. In the latter case
each division will, as a rule, be allocated 2 or 3 unloading stations
and unloading platforms situated at a considerable distance from
each other. Thus, an army may be allocated up to 20 stations and
unloading platforms on different railway routes. Depending on the
capabilities of the rail and road networks in the zone of the front,
the amber of such stations will vary in each particular case.

After unloadiag, the large units of the army are concentrated
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in areas (there may be 8 to 10 of them) 50 to 60 km from the
main line of resistance, and sometimes further. The size of each
of these areas may be In the neighborhood of 30 to 100 sq. kme viii
the concentration areas of the large units up to 20-30 kms away from
each other. Every large unit located in a concentration area will
need reliable antiaircraft artillery cover. Besides, the army will
also need cover for: the command post, railheads, areas of deployment
of artillery, especially atomic and heavy rocket artillery, etc.

Prior to the occupation of the departure area by troops it will
also be necessary to cover the nein grouping of artillery at firing
positions and large units of the army on routes of movement.

After occupation of the departure area, cover will be needed
mainly for: divisions of the first and second :echelons, reserves
of the army, the conmend poet, railheads, water crossings, depots,
etc.

Thus, when preparing an offensive operation, cover will be required
for a considerable number of objectives whose operational-tactical
significance will differ at various times.

Antiaircraft defense of railway junctions unloading stations,
and particu	 glsatrientant sectozs of railway lines and motor vehicle
roads is carried out by divisional and army antiaircraft artillery.
Antiaircraft artillery of the front say also he brought in for these
purposes.

The organic antiaircraft artillery of the army must arrive at
the unloading stations before the large units to be covered (ty the
first echelons), so it will be ready to provide cover by the time the
main forces of the large units arrive.

It is advisable to bring in the tube antiaircraft artillery of
the Reserve of the Supreme High COMmand CRezerv Verkhovnogo MAY= -
komandovaniya-RVG0and subunits of antiaircraft guided missiles
designated for reinforcing the cover of the troops of the armg r, in
order to cover impcatant railway stations and junctions while large
units of the army are unloading at them.

However, all antiaircraft artillery attached to the army cannot
be brought in to carry out these tasks, because in this case it
would not be able to move its base of supply to the concentration
areas in time and cover the troops there. 10 such cases it is Obviously
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advisable to detail individual regiments of tube andmissileantlaircraft
artillery to provide cover for the most impcwtant railway stations
and junctions, the Object being that they could in the future,
depending on the situation (the period of tine the troops stay in
concentration areas, the order of their move to the departure area
and so on) be enployed in cowering the troops of the army in
concentration areas, on the routes of movement and at the departure
area, or else for covering Objectives in the operational rear
(rsilheads, bases, etc).

When determining the quantity of antiaircraft artillery required
far providing cover for unloading stations, it is essential to take
into account that cover for a portion of the large railway stations
and. junctions may be provided by the Antiaircraft Defense of the
Country.

If several units of tube antiaircraft artillery are used to
provide cover for railway junctions andjparticulady,untoading stations,
then, in order to achieve centralized control of them, it is, as a
rule, necessary to create antiaircraft artillery groups.

The antiaircraft defense of troops of the army in concentration
areas, in the departure area and during the course of an offensive
operation is organized according to the decision of the commander of
the army.

The basic principle in the combat utilization of antiaircraft
artillery (tube and missile) is its massed use for cowering the main
forces of the army and the objectives of the operational rear. The
question of centralizing control of the fire of antiaircraft artillery,
as experience show*, smy, in the main, be decided at the antiaircraft
artillery group level, or when there is a complicated air situatiocy
at the antiaircraft artillery regiment level.

Below are given some data Obtained during an exercise in the
Deltic *Mary District.

Table 1 shows the distances to detected targets at the moment
of entering the data on the plotting boards of the command-observation
poet of the group (regiment), frcatintiaircraft artillery reconnaissance
and target designaticntations. The limit of assignment of missions
to antiaircraft artillery was 80 kms from its combat formstices.
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advisable to detail individual regiments of tube andaisaLleantiaircraft
artillery to provide cover for the most important railway stations
and junctions, the Object being that they could in the future,
depending on the situation (the period of time the troops stay in
concentration areas, the order of their move to the departure area
and so on) be employed in covering the troops of the army in
concentration areas, on the routes of morenent andst the departure
area, or else for covering Objectives in the operational rear
(railheads, bases, etc).

When determining the quantity of antiaircraft artillery required
for providing cover for unloading stations, it is essential to take
into account that cover for a portion of the large railway stations
and junctions eay be provided by the Antiaircraft Defense of the
Country.

If several units of tube antiaircraft artillery are used to
provide cover for railvay junctions andaparticulatoicLoading stations,
then, in order to achieve centralized control of them, it is, as a
rule, necessary to create antiaircraft artillerr grouPw-

The antiaircraft defense of troops of:the;arKr,in:Concentration
areas, in the departureeree and during thecourie-Of'40i-offiniiire •
operation is organized according to the dedision . of the commander of
the army.

The basic principle in the combat utilization of antiaircraft
artillery (tube and 	 is its aimed use for covering the main
forces of the army and the objectives of the operational rear. lbe
question of centralizing control of the fire of antiaircraft artillery,
as experience shows, may, in the 111112, be decided at the antiaircraft
artillery group level, ax when there is a complicated air situaticcy
at the antiaircraft artillery regiment level.

Below are given scee data obtained during an exercise in the
Baltic Military District.

Table 1 shows the distances to detected targets at the moment
of entering the data on the plotting boards of the command-observation
poet of the group (regiment), from antiaircraft artillery reconnaissance
and target designatientations. The limit of assignment of missions
to antiaircraft artillery vas 80 km from its combat ftwestions.
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Table 1	 	

Distances of ,Up to
•

30 to ho to 6o to 80 to 100 to over
detection, in
kmm.

30 40 60 80 lco 120 120

,,

/Weber of
targets
detected

11 8 14 11 7 5 1

, ,

,It will be seen frail the table that of 67 gic, Ilm:argets, only 24, or
Bric,43/ percent, were detected. at a distance of 6o	 and over.

If one considers that a certain amount of time will be required for
the decision to open fire to be made at the command-observation post,
it will 'become clear that it will not always be possible to centralise
the control of fire, even at the group (regiment) level.

Moreover, the difficulty of assessing the sir situation and
possible changes of flight routes of air targets will often compel
the commanding officer of the group (regiment) to change his decision,
which may lead to delays in opening fire. For this reason, the
control or antiaircraft artillery fire will, in certain cases, be
carried out at the regiment(battery)level.

One of the factors which greatly influences the centralization
of control of antiaircraft artillery fire is that Of communications.
When organizing communications in an antiaircraft artillery group
(regiment) it should be kept in mind that the armies of our probable
enemies have a considerable quantity of special means for creating
interference in the work of our radii) comunications, and that this
Interference may be so greet as to lake it impossible to use radio
communications in certain directions.

For this reason, it is always essential to endeavor to protect
radio communications from interference and whenever possible to
organize reliable wire communications Ierallel with radio communications.
This conclusion fames from the experience Of organizing communication*
and control of fire in an exercise, during the course or which, at
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certain periods, the rsdio communications of antiaircraft artillery
groups (regiments) were completely neutralized, se a result of which
commanding officers of groups (regiaents) loot control of their own
unite (subunits) and the cantrca of fire was carried cut it battery
level. or, et best, at regiment level.

Iron the experience of this end e umber of other exarciece,
certain preliminary conclueioes can be drown -on the possibility of
centralizing the =astral of antiaircraft artillery and of its fire
at the srmy

With the existing omens of reconnaiestace of the sir 4,
ccaisunicatiase and control of fire, centralised cantrca of anti-
sircraft artillery at the army level OM be achieved only in each
aspects as operiticmal camouflage, maneuver et large unite (unite),
ensuring the secerity of the operations of friendly aircraft by
eauensicating their flight routes, netarial-tsebnical suppcet of
the antiaircraft artillery largo emits (vans) attached tatty/ *tiro
and nerteorologicel airport, as wallas imstraetlemm oa the orgmalsztima
CC coardiested operations with other somas of the antiaircraft isteree.

ariance shays that vellootined opening et tiro by the eetlair-
watt artillery welch is covering troops sad inetalisticae at the
agarrtiosal rear es, be schlevetoprovitiod there is ecetimusl
reaaaaalastroc* ct the et, softy sad cometaxt readiness cf the
radar eyelet. Ihiertheises, it should be tom la mdad, that the
atinatasaala operettas ef all redone et the eaktaireratt artillery
both is caccestsatiesaroms widths departure areas sepr, If detected
by the easer, lead 'totals tieemery of the preRAJDO le the satiadr

-orart artillery sad cossequest4 of the growl% et the army.

In or4mr to echiewe secrecy, the ember of recomnalseacce and
target deeigartiom statics* it So. 1 reatimess (gotassomt Po. 1)
eitoold he severely restricted. Stations located is previously
occupied poalticas shasid be trosgat up to In 1 masses first.

Besides, It isaseeatial to take paterisimee tor radio and
radar coesestlage. Owe mull be the toUarisigt

isseklag um. tor comdacting romealessece et the air ems% ot
ream tollamliad to 110.40Aur1egi and smarty emit* and large units at
the PIKI at the Cosearn

ecirelimg at a part at ipia-laying radars, War* the *Nomadism
ot the target, without reielas the high vcdtagwq



comr.lete or partial restriction of radio conmunicetions, with
o switching over to operation oply op wire meens;

- disorientation of the enemy radar system by creating interference
on bls radar staticos.

The ability of tne antiairtroft artillery to open fire at extrane
range depends on number of factors, first of all co tbe detection
of an sir target in good time and on the state of readiness of tbe
antiaircraft artillery

Cagputeticets end experistental data from exercises thew that with
tbe existing radar means far detecting an sir enemy, it is possible
to eartablish certain woe boundaries within which Antiaircraft
artillery abould be in s certain state of readiness. For instance,
antiaircraft artillery located in Zone, whose rear boundary is
50 to 60 kas from thessin line of resistance should be et Ito. 1
sestinas*, in o &CU* free 60 to 250 km in deptho st Mo. 2 xesamess,
asui in a sone 193 kme and owe in depth, at No. lreadinses.

The data Ores shows under Us folicacing dmittlons 1;lid to:

• the estiairspett artillery in tisa MO. 2 revile's* sow* serrift
out independent recesosiseence of tb* sir eneey sod wile; Cot gee-
3071,4 statism, the huh 'crew soy be settebea Ger rata calbet
operatics* begle);

- recommaisessce at the sir maw as4 genets' is the $0o. 2
res4isee4 some is carried out by the searrat radar poets of the
NO, which are /crated sheet at aralsircrett artillery *Moe sues,
Sc sell es by recoomisseace sad target draltratice stations af the
liatiatistentft ertilleryi

• is the Na. 3maimets sees versisig far the antiaircraft
artUly ocseersteg the sir ease, is gives by the Isis IMO post of
the *Ma

- the ceereet mem eirttable ere limited 70 to 40 	 tra, the
sate Ilse at ',sieves** et our trove.

lb* depths et the soses.se eall fS their dishes*** from the
lime at castect with the seessioney very dipereLes es the distesce to
the esareet enemy aleteldei the speed eat **Was et his *true",
mem teseimeldmidAteliets or the eettatzteett settllary eel at'
the some st reecaraisessee sal ehateel at titeks es the sense et
sernisseel esti* tine meet cepreperstics tee- ttre. Pat this
seeem, is craw Sc sedge tasks preelfly, VD the eatiatreareft
ikettUnei ssitisteestas the regatret tepee et its reedimese, it is
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necessary in eacb particular case to make computations sod an analysis
of the sir enemy sad of cur own capabilities.

It dces not follou from abet has been said that, for Instance,
in So. 1 read/revs zone, all the antiaircraft artillery should be
continually at Ma. 1 readiness, because this is greet strain on
personnel, and it is /*possible to base artillery equipment and radar
station' working 24 hours a day.

In each particular case, the commanding, officer to creanisew
the antiaircraft defense soot decide what quantity at antiaircraft
artillery in which moos should best any siren- state of Seediness.
it should be borate in at that part of the satiair*ft artillery
in sous* of Nos. 2 and 3 *Scold be kept at a hiabmi atets Of
seedless*.

It is gilts obvious that lobes aailalreraft large mit. (unite)
axe amest tron owe mowe 4.4 another, the SUMS of readiness laid
dant . thea will dump.

cirL
.Twe

.......ar...a 
an of 4X	

zena......tima'healcceketcceticesatIctmat	 in
an	 veret ow	 1111	 t

• ensure reliable ewer for the in graving at troops at the
exuy and the meet ivartant objectives at the ciarrilommA, rear;

- emote tavaidAs eceddtions tor the maneuver and control at
the satialrenitt artillery daring the soars* at the varatioa wit*
the okleat at anostog its tire to oVesrissees earOleg tes the maim
taU of the amyl

• assure martImated flatter tetwase settaircraft artillery end
cellar masa of MAL

Coder nodscre cowditicwa in am may to seissfuraad by 1 or 2
aa4laireraft artillery diel ..ona and 1 or 2 antiaircraft gaidell
sterila regimaets.

this MOO divialeatlaattarer. ft artillary reap* are
acestaid in Oa aviators made ag at atomic aedisttachad regimasts
at Ube wriantraraft ertillarh stinctopilly small caliber.

lehe satiateastt artillery or modbet caliber is mainly used
taw the creatioa at army antiaircraft artillery grove. It is
advisable ter %base grava as a min & tab* *do ay at I or 3satieircratt artillery rejmwets.

.31.
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When troops are located in concentration areas, the slain forces

of ernY and attached antiaircraft artillery thou/Abe used to provide
cover for the troops designated for operations in the nsin grouping
a the army, as well as cover for the most ispostartt objectives in
the opamutional rear, which ensures the accumulatice of material
same far carrying cut the forthcoming operation.

At the departure urea the min forces of army sod attached
antiaircraft artillery thoLd be used for providing corer for divisions
of the fist echelon and the army artillery group (mneyskaya artillerty-
stays gruppa AAG). Tor strengthening coves for dlitsions of ths
second echelon, cos or two midi= caliber eattalracatt artillery
real...atm sty be detailed.

It Is advisable to carry out the allocastios at *tumbled anti-
aircraft artillery for strengthening the cover of first sat seem&
*Owl= divisions at the ern" *Ile they ere leaded iscuseentestlin
aisles 'because the treuester at eatieircratt artillery tree the Met
echelCel to the tamed during the wars* of Vie %castles sty eremite
serious itittlesatles.

PM covering the commas& post (ksesednify yeakt47) of the erm,
ftld the scot	 Chjectlies at the qperetiensl reareesi aloe
for ?rarities carer tls artillery, it /a essemtlel to *Mobil
at least One resleast at tube end oesetises oleo at atrat.)* entleir-
els" artillery ter side ettlestime.

The chew at tasks at en, brae balite taring the Ileginettalkeat &wins the couree at the aperetiosi tad been* the appenreace
at sew objedises :squirted oarer rill sleep create the necessity
at aseercering acelalrecen ertillery, ant osturelly the anginal
gravies at seelaircrett artillery. rill sat ressto vaehassed.

ens trocge at the sag ere being swell ip to the
woe and wise they (sew the towbar. sive the itshatil=ittes
ant pgrecgtiss at aationeritt artillery rill :eat* as antlet alma.
to say soot cattail.

The sivatiet volume at teak* rill hot carried art bi eattairerett
hrttiagty at the start at the eereeneat at the Iraqis to the desexteare
area* became dories that seri" heeldie corer for troops Ss

- sessestretlee ems, corer sill also brae to be prarited for the gain
growing at artillery at Ming painless sal the imps es the earth.
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bearing in mind that the deployment of antiaircraft artillery
and preparations for fire require • considerable period of time,
its move to the departure oree'should be carried eat even before
the troops start to move up.

Army antiaircraft est/U*7y grcape, contrizis first echelon
divisions of the army end principally made up of medium caliber
eatiaireraft artillery regiments, ere, es $ rule, mowed to the
departure eras before the divisions start to move forward fros
concentretion erees so a* tolls *We to provide cower at the
departure er ags ftriet tar the srtillery SA4 later for the dielsiome.
Depositing co the situation, they wry siert mewing up either wboll*
or partially et the $ame time •s the grondartillery we a little
before. Iaeither case the ontlaircraft artillery ',cups suet be
reedy to epos fire by the start of the more of the divisions to the
departure arra.

4speaddes an the szttustiak it Is sago poselblo to was to
edweeee tett* departure area eeee of Uvessithdrefer4 regineate
attached ter siantorting the CUirtaloms end erased with 57 an satl-
aircraft wee eith gunAleyleeredar (stemialla trwelPer arredig140110
end antletrorett director* (tether uptewlealys artillarlyekla
welters eillasamet140)-

Za that emee'the asaietiorett ertillery 04WIT of aviator* ele
Mates of araligneet is prowiladhy their ereefteleatiairoret%
seepasertai es well as the aelleSrerett artillery despayed to provide
tower tar troops swift Uwe* at across river emastages
Itatilaireasel other narrow plate. oa the routes. later, atter
ocapleting the defined tasks, this eatialrerett artillery 4o/Its the
area, (diwielacal) antiaircraft artillery groups. fteadied the
extustion4 it say joie thus either when the troops are in the departure
urea or *alas the worse of the operatics.

al Vida amye at OW beigtasatag. we saes Were the *own at
the imesiseli of troops termard tree cemaeatrutiosareea b pert of
the ttelelallel (Rei) lattairteaft artillery wraps will be WON' up
oat U. tairecrestel In the departure area or dieing the team
AM gravities..

Oneever, thin 46044 alk maim the matinees' cower of trove
awl interfere with the comtrel of entleireratt artillery.

irtirv at the fact that favorable conittiorm ire crested ter
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fighter aircraft to intercept eneny aircraft • Lir areas sway from
the mein line of resistance, their ability to combat Ur air enemy
will increasat,which, to a certain extent, will make up for the
deficiemcies connected with the weakening of antiaircraft artillery
cower for troops in these areas.

Imo cowering troops and objectives of the rear, organic anti-
aircraft missile complexes ammlaamate& into antiaircraft missile
regiments (senitnyy rakateri polk-tenrep) can to used. An anti-
aircraft missile regiment has a "combat fanatic* consisting of
antiaircraft nisells battalion firing pontione, locations of the
t40ical battalice,and the =monad post of the regiment. rising
pcmitioca of antiaircraft aisalle battalions are located at such
a distance fres the emosy's min line of resisteaci to aware
mot only the concealment of their location from dbearmitionkir
wood wow, but also their capability of destroying/air targets
as appriatelat to the trooya (ajectives) Wag Wes cover.

The Istarrals totem* Mini posit** OrtAlli
bettalloas dwell aware their close ,eartiel tire reypert ea* eattual
cow. 'the positico of the tarlatan beitiALUCS abarlA bevittola
the eambet tamale* or the aatistreratt aisella raglans is as
wee provlaing cametlage *ad earrealais sweet* reale.

the easeardiarg (Maw far as aatiaireratit actual. regtmeat
say leipleseat taarwallsed tire eastoral at Ida liathallamaa bet leale
battalloa say tiro tadepeadarstly.

ita Szolualta of eatlaircrett Miafla regtermata in pow of
tee $*$Sfr5ft artillery is set Wadeable, heesuse 	 reader
the eastrol of pave more dittiagt am* will lialt the etteltrye
use saitIstraratt Meatli eamplespe, Tot steal dittureasea
the prepartles tayabilities„ ratareosal wale eparetteas
asalalreratt	 eareleaseotrae tube astlelreiett artIllary
sesipleragoimata la the wart of a ameaaalike encore sad &wet
it MI* a SLUM igatabla the arapalaatica ofreaalmodaaaate at
the Ur sategh proosastas air situatlas data, alleastiose of *Mots
arnit asalarol at ormeat of adaialta, Measles preetttally tereaatbela
&alas the tome of as agaretial.

Ztis sdelealela Isaim sat aasammeet of aiktialseratt eateelle
eamptames dioxins the mem, at as ottaealve eperatlas of aa way
by betlallaaa so at to yrariae WNW liar laboareetag troops as the
goat Imartaji liana taloa reyelliag coartecatriles„ abut the waved
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echelon of the army is being ccemitted to tattle, when forcing water
obstacles, etc).	 •

Under modern conditions, with the limited capabilities of fighter
aircraft in combat ageinst enemy air targets over a zone of terrain
whose rear boundary maybe up to 50 to 60 ham from the line of
conbact of the troops, the nein brunt of combat with the atr enemy
in CO32711715 trove and objectives of the operational rear will
faU cm the antiaircraft artillery.

The propositions set out in this article on certain camations
in the ecabst utilisation of artillery, including antiaircraft, do
not sathaust sll the possible alternatives. The article basically
alas St establishing the most acceptable forms and methods of
artillery preparation and planning of artillery fire in offensive
oporottoo energy mowing fromite depth cd'opametioes/ deployment.
Claw* is crocliticoo of the ottootice, the gerftetfoo of =Lott%
sod olgooramo of sowt ossess at combot sod moms of control will
Ios4 *Atha socoosity for flodimg other sotboodo sod mesas of growlsg
ort41./aty to cony out its tasks.
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In the present Collection are published four itticlea:
"Some Questions of Combat Utilization of Artillery in an Offensive
Operation of an Army being Moved up from the Depth of Operational
Deployment"; "From the lowerience of Ccemand-Staff Exercises";
"Some Special Ytatures of Divisional Artillery Operations During
• Might Offensive"; "Cooperation Between Artillery and Tanks in an
Offensive Operation of a Tank LEvisicy and Motorizedlifle Division".

The first article examines the combat use of field and
antiaircraft (tube, missile) artillery mainly during preparation
for and the beginning of an operation, the organization and
planning of artillery reconnaissance; topographical preparation;
photogrammetric and. meteorological support for the ccubat operations
of artillery.

In the second article certain data are published, based on
the experience of the work of front and army artillery staffs during
command-staff exercises carried out in 1557.

The third article examines special features of preparing
artillery for night action when breaching a prepared defense of
the enemy. The article also deals with the following: the
organization and conduct of artillery reconnaissance; the special
features of an artillery grouping; special features of the organiza-
tion and planning of artillery operations; the control of artillery
fire, and the organization of illumination.

The fourth article examines: the basis of organizing coopera-
tion between artillery and tanks in an offensive battle of a tank
division and motorized-rifle division; artillery support at tanks
in an Offensive battle; making use at tanks for firing from
concealed. fire positions; organization of the control of artillery
and its fire; methods for maintaining cooperation between artillery
and tanks during the course of a battle.

When usinkthis Collection it is necessary to bear in mind
that in a number of scientific papers and in acme draft manuals
and instructions prepared for publication the term "artillery
preparation for an assault" is replaced 14 the term "artillery
preparation for an assault and offensive in the depth of the
enemy defense". This question has not yet been finally settled,
so the old terminology is used in the present Collection.
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The following took pert in the preparation of the articles
of this Collection: Candidate of Military Sciences, Colonel
Shkarubskiy, P.P., Colonels Pavlov, N.A., Kabschenskly, I.K.,
Kotelkin, V.A. ) Worm,	 Evarev V.Ya., fekharov,
Bogdanov, P.A.; Lt. Colonel rolgov, P.A., and Candidate of Military
Sciences Colonel Ponomsrev, A.P.

The collection is intended for generals and officers from
cc:meander of an artillery division (separate artillery brigades)
upyard.

The artillery staff requests that generals and officers forward
their comments concerning the contents of the present Collection.

Responsible Editor for the Collection

Colonel-General or Artillery

G.B.

The Collection contains a total of 76 numbered pages.
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